
Our company is hiring for a flight instructor. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for flight instructor

Flight training and evaluation of base, mission and additional tasks IAW the
Aircrew Training Manual (ATM) and AASF Supported Unit Mission Essential
Task List (METL)
Planning and developing training plans for Readiness Level Progression of
rated pilots
Conducting refresher, mission and continuation training
Acting as the POC and Subject Matter Expert (SME) for Standardization for
internal and external surveys conducted by ARNG, NGB and DA inspection
teams
Developing, maintaining and reviewing the Aircrew Training Plan SOP
Managing Individual Aircrew Training File(s) and training documentation
utilizing CAFRS
Performing as the Functional Check Pilot (FCP) in support of aircraft
readiness
Providing aircrew training and evaluation on Mission Equipment Package
(MEP) and New Equipment Training (NET) items
The primary purpose of this position is to serve as a civilian flight instructor
and controller of substantially modified QF-16 Fighting Falcon Full-Scale
Aerial Targets/drones
Proficient in conducting all aspects of the Fleet Replacement Detachment,
Cherry Point and Fleet Squadron syllabi for flight training on the KC-130J
flight simulator
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Must possess a current US Tourist Passport
Must have at least one (1) year as an instructor in some technical phase of
aviation training
Must be a rated Pilot, Flight Engineer, Navigator, or other flight crew
member --and/or-- have had a minimum of three (3) years of maintenance or
maintenance training experience on aircraft of the type used in commercial
airline service
Employee must be able to lift and carry 12O pounds 100 meters
All employees must receive immunizations appropriate to the theater of
operations prior to employment
Individuals may be exposed to fumes or airborne particles and work in close
proximity to moving mechanical parts, aircraft, and vehicles


